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For chefs, a seafood information crisis
looms
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By James E. Gri�n Ed.D., CEC, CCE

Foodservice professionals ‘overwhelmed’ with sustainability and
supply chain complexity

Chef/author Barton Seaver, Kerry Hefferman of Union Square
Hospitality, James Gri�n of Johnson & Wales University (and author
of this article) and the Global Aquaculture Alliance’s Peter Redmond
discussed  sustainable seafood and responsible aquaculture at the
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There is an information crisis looming in the foodservice world as it relates to seafood sustainability. Though the data
is preliminary, it appears chefs are overwhelmed by the depth and breadth of information they must contend with
when attempting to make an informed decision about buying sustainable seafood.

Before I get into that let me give you some background. As some of you know – I have been conducting research on
the perspectives of working chefs when it comes to seafood sustainability as reported here in the Advocate earlier in
the year (see link below).

U.S. chefs lack seafood sustainability,
aquaculture knowledge

A GAA-commissioned survey sought to determine the knowledge level
of seafood sustainability and farmed seafood in the foodservice industry.
The results suggest a need to engage professional chefs through the
sources they trust: suppliers.
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My curiosity is driven by a need to know more about how chefs think about seafood sustainability and how we can
help shift behaviors toward a more sustainable future. When we consider seafood sustainability in restaurants it is
smart to know a bit about who drives the decisions that lead to seafood making it onto a menu. Chefs in�uence all
aspects of restaurant operation today more than ever, yet we know very little about their thought processes. Are they
following trends? Are they genuinely fascinated by the products and their stories? Where do they get their
information?

One could assume that if we know more about how chefs think, and the process they use when deciding what
seafood to offer, we are more likely to positively in�uence them, to steer them to the right sources of both �sh and
information. Over the past eight months I have been investigating this phenomenon and the results of my initial study
showed that chefs defer to suppliers when it comes to seafood sustainability.

2016 NRA Show in Chicago. Photo credit: Johnson & Wales
University.
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This data was surprising and, like most quality research, led to another set of questions. Why do they defer to the
supplier? What speci�c issues and concerns are being pushed back onto the supplier and the supply chain? What is
the root cause of their hesitation to put this �sh or that �sh on the menu?

My experience with buyers and the decision makers that in�uence procurement is extensive. When I was president of
the Cool�sh division of Slade Gorton & Co., we purchased, processed and sold millions of pounds of seafood
annually. The manufacturing plants operated like industrial-sized restaurant kitchens and the value-added products
were (and still are) premium quality and center-of-plate worthy. As an executive focused on sales growth and
innovation, I personally visited with buyers on a quarterly basis to gain insights and competitive advantage.

In addition to quality and creativity, retail buyers were heavily in�uenced by price, consumer preference and other
prevailing trends. Though price was a leading factor, other macro trends like sustainability, safety and social integrity
were critically important. Having third-party certi�cation – be it SQF level 3, Best Aquaculture Practices or Marine
Stewardship Council – in most cases proved critically important to major national retailers and broad-liners. However,
my visits to individual grocery stores during my travels revealed that folks working at the store level rarely understood
what these certi�cations truly meant.

Upon return to academia I made it my mission to investigate whether the same is true in the foodservice world –
whether decision makers at the unit level are knowledgeable about sustainability and the certi�cations that have been
attained. What surprised me was the lack of awareness and in�uence that eco-labels have on decision-making in the
foodservice profession. As reported previously, only 60 percent of respondents of my initial survey were familiar with
the BAP logo.

Peter Redmond, BAP Market Development VP, mentioned during our recent National Restaurant Association panel
discussion that one could also see the results in reverse and celebrate the 60 percent who actually are familiar with
the BAP logo. Redmond reminded me that it was just a short decade ago that familiarity in foodservice was probably
half that number. This left me feeling encouraged in trying to understand what drives decisions related to
sustainability in foodservice. Though my work is still ongoing, answers to these questions is beginning to emerge and
much has to do with the complexity in species, terminology, sources and criteria in relation to seafood sustainability.

Simply put, chefs are pressed for resources more than ever and, it appears, don’t have the time to develop the
extensive expertise to deal with the complexity of the issue. Though I can’t say for sure, at least not yet, it appears
working chefs are overwhelmed with all the available information – and so strapped for time to evaluate it properly –
so they defer to suppliers to �ll this void.

This is an interesting and complex phenomenon that requires more study and one that puts tremendous pressure and
responsibility on suppliers at a time when customers are more concerned than ever about where their seafood comes
from. This is an information crisis for chefs that is being pushed back onto suppliers.

As mentioned, this research is still a work in progress but I am excited to continue the conversation. We must gather
and use data about chefs’ decision-making processes to inform our efforts to improve seafood sustainability. This is
my focus as a researcher now and part of what I plan to share in June when I speak at Seafood 1 on 1
(http://seafood1on1.com/) in Providence, R.I., next month.

I hope you can join us in Providence and look forward to following up here in the Advocate later in the year with
additional results. It will only become an information crisis if we fail to get ahead of it. In the meantime, let’s push
forward.

Author

“ Visits to individual grocery stores during my travels revealed that
folks working at the store level rarely understood what these
certi�cations truly meant.”
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